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HEY !

i,Does this page suck?

Do you think you could do better?

Is it too offensive?

Is it not offensive ENOUGH?!

Leave feedback at:

http://www.Theßehrendßeacon.com

and let me know!

We're here for your entertainment, beeyatches!

pimvs`es only.

Beacon Person
Tall blonde seeking single white male

Hi, my name is Alice (not to he confused with the
Resident Evil actress). I'm looking for a single guy
that can take me to Wonderland.

I enjoy tea parties and croquet. I'm a cat person,
and I have a cute little thing named Dinah that would
just love a new leg to rub up against.

I'm rather gullible, and I tend to drink whatever
anyone puts in front of me, which of course has lead
to some bad experiences. I'm going through rehab,
though, and getting better.

I've had a movie produced describing this awe-
some trip I had a few years ago. It had all sorts of
strange and interesting creatures in it. I've also had a
book written about my adventures, though not many
people have read it. Look for it in Borders or Barnes
and Noble. It's called "Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas.-

I'm looking for a man who is understanding. and
willing to put up with a little "ditziness- every now
and then... or as my doctors like to call them, "flash-
backs.-

I'm hoping to find someone manly. because I've
already tried going down some "rabbit holes- and
hung out with a Queen, hut I think myyears of exper-
imenting are over.

Please look me up. I work in "Alice's Restaraunt
on Fifth and Ash.
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